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Subject: Greenleaf Newsle,er: Will You Pay Higher Capital-Gains Taxes Under the Biden Proposal? Plus,
Advice for Young Bitcoin Investors.

Date: Wednesday, April 28, 2021 at 1:31:10 PM Pacific Daylight Time
From: Greenleaf Financial Group
To: info@greenleaf-fg.com

Hello Greenleaf,
Welcome to Our Client Newsletter

In This Issue:

Will You Pay Higher Capital-
Gains Taxes Under the Biden
Proposal? (Spoiler Alert: Only if
You are Very, Very Wealthy)

Question: My Son Wants to
Invest in Bitcoin. What Advice
Should I Give Him?

Market News: Stocks Reach
Records; Bonds Recover

Will you pay higher
capital-gains taxes under

the Biden proposal?

Although Wall Street is
predictably lobbying against
higher capital-gains tax
rates, the Biden
administration proposal
increases taxes on a select
group of people. The capital-
gains tax-rate increase will
not impact middle-class and
upper-middle class
taxpayers. The proposed
higher rate is for those with
annual incomes (not account
values) of $1 million or
more.

Moreover, tax-deferred and
tax-sheltered accounts --
which include 401k's, 403b's,
457 plans, 529 plans, Roth
IRA's, Traditional IRA's, SEP
IRA's, SIMPLE IRA's, and
HSA's -- never incur capital-
gains taxes and that is not

Question: My son wants
to invest in Bitcoin. I

don't want to discourage
him from investing, but

what advice should I
give him?

Answer: The allure of instant
riches is very attractive to
young people and new
investors. While the
likelihood of gaining and
keeping such riches is slim,
it can be a starting point for
gaining investing experience.

Since Bitcoin is a speculative
and volatile asset, it should
not represent all -- or even
the majority of -- your son's
investments. Ideally, he
would invest in a range of
asset types, including some
that are much less risky.
Buying stocks in different
industries or mutual funds
with different strategies will
help provide valuable

Market News: Stocks
reach new records;

bonds recover

Although the past month has
had its ups and downs,
strong economic data has
pushed the Dow Jones
Industrial Average to a new
record, closing above 34,000
for the first time. The S&P
500 Index also reached a
record close, notching its
22nd record of the year.

Cautious investors have
enjoyed a recovery in bond
prices after the worst
quarter in bonds over the
past 40 years. Subsiding
inflation fears have brought
investors back to the bond
market and the declines in
early 2021 have been largely
erased.

With stimulus and economic
growth, GDP projections for
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gains taxes and that is not
changing. Owners of these
accounts will have the same
tax circumstances that they
do now.

Only taxable brokerage
accounts owned by those
with yearly incomes of $1
million or more will pay a
higher capital gains rate.
This is 0.3% of the 154
million people who filed a
tax return in 2018, according
to recent studies.

Full Article

help provide valuable
diversification.

Additionally, we recommend
the following practices and
conversations.

Full Article

growth, GDP projections for
the year are now around
8%. This would be a
remarkable year of growth,
one that may continue to
reward investors. On the
other hand, the market has
been running hot. We see
news stories daily about
small stocks reaching
stratospheric heights. This
quality is often part of an
overheated market that
precedes a painful
downturn.

Consequently, our goal is to
make sure you are
positioned for the market's
upside, while also making
sure your investment risk
levels are appropriate.
Whether the market moves
up or down, you have
investments for both
conditions.
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